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Methods
Eighteen subjects in normal sinus rhythm were studied. They composed four groups which included six normal volunteers, six hypertensive patients, all untreated with the exception of G.A. who was receiving reserpine, four patients with In the interest of uniformity, the stimulus to R interval (S-R) was assumed to be the same as the P-R interval. This assumption was based on the fact that atrial depolarization immediately follows the stimulus artifact in the standard electrocardiographic leads and in those intra-atrial electrograms which were recorded. Results The results are summarized in 
Electrophysiological Determinants
AbC first became evident when the R to atrial premature stimulus interval (R-S) was less than 44% (range, 43 to 21%) of the preceding R-R interval. Once present, the aberrant pattern could continue to be elicited with decreasing coupling intervals until either the premature atrial impulse was blocked during atrioventricular propagation, or the coupling interval had been decreased to the 300-msec limit of safety. Rare exceptions were noted, as described below.
In four patients, isolated atrial stimulation It is well established in man that the refractory period of the A-V node shortens with naturally occurring abbreviations of preceding cycle length. possible to put strictly to the test the general observation that "Of 2 premature systoles with identical coupling but with varying duration of the preceding cycle, the one which follows the longer cycle is more prone to exhibit aberrant conduction.... Yet, it was possible partially to test this thesis in the four patients who did not respond with AbC after isolated stimuli, but who had AbC induced by method 2. In this method, the first premature beat was conducted through the normal pathway and resulted in a slightly prolonged diastolic period before the next sinus beat. The induced premature beat following this slightly prolonged cycle resulted in AbC. In the example shown in figure 2 , the prolongation of preceding cycle length was the only variable among those concluded in this study to be of importance for the production of AbC. Another factor must, be mentioned, however, which prevents an absolute incrimination of cycle length-as the sole determinant responsible for the induction of AbC in the four patients cited. Alteration in cycle length results in altered cellular action potential. It may take several beats at a new rate before a constant action potential is achieved for that rate.7 Consequently, AbC produced by coupling a premature beat to the first cycle of an abruptly slowed heart rate may be partially the result of an excessively prolonged action potential and may not be reproducible after subsequent beats at the same cycle length and coupling interval. Because of this consideration, an isolated atrial stimulus was coupled to at least the sixth of a series of normal sinus beats in method 1.
Short coupling interval, the second factor, was found to enhance the possibility of producing AbC. The atrioventricular node (A-V node) or atrial A-V node junctional tissue is generally t-he area where most instances of A-V block occur.'0 Yet, animal experimentation -has shown that the refractory period Circulation, Volume XXXVI, November 1967 increases progressively and distally in the SCS.11
A mandatory requirement for the production of AbC is that impulse propagation proceeds through the A-V node to meet a partially refractory specialized conduction system (SCS). Therefore, the A-V node must be in a nonrefractory state while the SCS is in a partially refractory state. If the premature stimulus is too early, the impulse will find the junctional A-V nodal tissue refractory and will progress no further. If the premature stimulus is too late, it will progress through a completely repolarized pathway and induce a normal-appearing complex. The point is emphasized by the difficulties encountered in producing experimental aberration in the in situ canine heart. The introduction of an atrial premature stimulus usually results in normal conduction or blocking of the impulse. The challenge of delivering a stimulus to the SCS during its relative refractory period is met by directly stimulating the His bundle via an implanted electrode. AbC is readily produced in this manner. 8 The more premature a stimulus, the more likely the chance of producing AbC, up to the point of block.3 Because of clinical electrocardiographic emphasis on preceding cycle length as it relates to AbC, it was decided to express stimulus prematurity as a function of this interval. The influence of cycle length on refractory period has been discussed previously in this paper. When stimulus prematurity was expressed as a percentage of preceding cycle length, the broad limits required to produce AbC became apparent. The coupling conditions for producing AbC were met when the R-S interval ranged from less than 44% of the preceding cycle length to greater than the point of producing A-V block.
The third factor of importance in producing AbC was fast A-V conduction time. Rapid conduction time of premature stimuli enhanced aberration, and delayed conduction inhibited AbC by permitting a longer time for distal repolarization. Several This study establishes that AbC is a physiological event which does not require covert pathology of the conducting system in man, for AbC was induced in six subjects considered to have normal hearts on the basis of history, physical examination, and electrocardiograms.
